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True North Solutions LP Opens Office in Colorado
True North Automation Crosses into US Business With New Office Location
8822 South Ridgeline Blvd, Suite 240
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129
Calgary, Alberta – True North Automation, a leading provider of Engineered solutions, is very proud to
announce an expansion of our brand and service with the launch of our US subsidiary – True North
Solutions LP. Based out of Highlands Ranch, CO, True North Solutions LP will build upon our brand
philosophy of Vision, Talent and Technology to provide industry leading services to the US marketplace.
“The decision to expand our presence into the US is a great step in True North’s growth strategy” says
Gordon Gibson, North American Director of Finance. “The US market is rich with opportunity and the
deep experience our team in Highlands Ranch brings will prove a great asset to provide this new market
the same level of service we provide to our current client base.”
True North Solutions LP is led by our President of US Operations, Rick Dmytryshyn. Rick’s 20+ years of
industry experience will herald the True North brand, provide client-based solutions to multiple
industries and will deliver True North’s expertise to the US market. Rick leads a world class team of
engineers, technicians and designers, built upon decades of relationships with the core True North
Automation team.
Sang Nguyen, our Vice President of Engineering, joins our team and leads the technology and standards
implementation of our client-based solutions in the US.
As a natural extension of True North Automation Inc.’s long term growth goals, True North Solutions LP
is fully integrated and allows for “true” cross-border solution offerings to North American clients. We
look forward to continuing our 10+ year history in thought-leadership, specialty service solutions and
growth into new regions and opportunities.
About True North Automation
True North Automation is a leading System Integration company in western Canada and the US that employs a team of specialists in
Automation and SCADA Integration; Electrical and Instrumentation Design; Telecommunications; Measurement; Data Management; Strategic
Planning; Concept Design; Front End Engineering Design; Testing; Commissioning; and Start-Up Solutions. Vendor neutrality is as key aspect of
all True North solutions, enabling the design of best-of-breed automation systems that strive for the optimal deliverable value. The company
places high value on the recruitment, training and retention of exceptional performers who provide the technical, interpersonal and project
management skills that set the company apart from its competitors. True North helps clients achieve their most challenging goals through a
valued partnership driven by innovation and guided by integrity. For more information visit www.truenorthautomation.com
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